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Appendixx A 

Errorr propagation 

Inn the experiment, we measure a distribution U(x), by measuring N points y% at posi-
tionss Xi, with an error <7j. If we have to use the result of this measurement and its error 
forr another calculation, we usually approximate U(x) by fitting a function F{x,pk) to 
thee measured data points using K free parameters, where pk are the free parameters 
andd k is an index running over the free parameters from 0 to A' — 1. The fit is often 
donee by minimizing the x2, defined as: 
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whichh results in the optimal values of the parameters pk that minimize the x2- To 
calculatee the error SF(xi,pk} on the function F(x,pk) we can use the covariance matrix 
calculatedd in the fit, which is of dimension K and is of the form: 
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wheree aPk is the error on parameter pk and pPkPl is the correlation between pk and pi. 
Thiss covariance matrix can be used to propagate the error SF for each point Xi on the 
function,, according to: 
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whichh is equal to: 
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whichh are the errors on the function F(xt.p^) which can then be used in further cal-
culations. . 

Iff  we want to use these errors to make a \ 2 comparison between two distributions, 
wee need to calculate the covariance matrix V. If we consider a source of uncertainty 
d,d, with error a. the elements of the correlation matrix V are given by: 
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Here,, ^ — - represents the dependance of the function F at point i on the error d. 
andd (fj,) is the error at point i. The factors A,j depend on whether the source of the 
uncertaintyy is fully, partially or not correlated between point i and point j , according 
to: : 

 The completely uncorrelated uncertainties add to V^ with atStJaj, therefore At] = 

 The fully correlated uncertainties add to Vl} with â cr,- and A tJ = 1; 

 The partially correlated uncertainties add to Vij with (Tip^fTj, where A,j = p  ̂ is 
thee covariance matrix for each systematic error. 

Thiss calculation is straightforward for completely correlated or uncorrelated uncertain-
ties.. For partially correlated uncertainties, the derivation of the covariance matrix pl3 

cann present a problem. One possible derivation of this covariance matrix is discussed 
inn appendix B. 


